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Beste Ingrid,
Tet ute veniamet vulland reetueriurer ad ex eniamcons ero dolestis el do cor suscilis
amet luptat lum quat ulluptat, velessit loreet iril ulla aute dolorper illa con etumsan
ulputat utpat, sustrud tat. Orer sustie minci ex ecte tatum veriusci bla conse modolob
orperos dolor summy nonsequi endrerilit praesti scipit, sim venit num voloreet, vulluptat
alis atem ad erci ercil eros diat, sim non et lan ero dolore ver aliquatum iuscilla faccum
qui bla feuis augiam nullut at landre vulput la feuisim velit la feu faci blamet augue do
duiscipit el dit atem diat non vullandreet.
Ommolor ilit ut dipit, quisit, coreril iquisci llutpat ut venit ulla aliquis eugait autem duis
eum erat, sed et, quis etum vullutat. Urer aci blamconsed magna am, cor sectem ipisl
dolore diam quissiscing enisisl dunt augait acilit nostisl do estrud te veniam, si.
Lorperos nulla alisim at. Ut lum zzrit ut dunt iustisim in ut lor sim eugait accum vendre
tet nit nullaor amcor sim et, vercip ecte er si erit nis ad ming eros nostin ver aute mod
min henim adiamet aute do dolore dunt laor sequam vendiam, con hendre consequipis
niam dip enit ilit, sumsan exerosto cons aut nonse te magna conulla ndipit in hent alit
lorer secte feu facin er iliquissi.
Met vriendelijke groet,
Iganga
K.K. Jansen

PREFACE
In this annual report we look back on the activities of the Iganga Foundation in the year 2019. Iganga continued working
on its extensive network and carried out a wide variety of projects, differing in both nature and size, for a broad
orientation towards the future.
Every project that we carry out or support fits within Iganga’s objective:
The Iganga foundation contributes to sustainable mobility in the Global South and supports related projects,
primarily by stimulating knowledge development and knowledge transfer.
In 2019, Iganga gave presentations for the Dutch Cycling Embassy and for a delegation from the Iraqi province of AnNajaf, visited Pikala Bikes in Marrakesh and organised workshops in close collaboration with Doh Eain and the Dutch
embassy in Yangon, Myanmar. We continued to support Nodrine Shaz in Uganda and gave shape to our MOOC in a new
way. The foundation also established new contacts in Paramaribo, Surinam, and Chiclayo, Peru. We ended our year with a
successful Christmas fundraiser, raising more than € 700 for Case Ninos Unidos Peruanos.
In 2020 we will continue passionately, dedicating one more year to a variety of projects, and we hope to make others
enthusiastic for Iganga as well. At the end of 2020, we will evaluate the functioning of Iganga in 2017-2020, after which
we will work on a new policy plan for 2021-2025.

The Iganga board members,

Tjitte Prins

Pascale Willems

Anne Abbing

chairman

secretary

treasurer

Richart ter Avest

Ilse Galama
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Visit to Pikala Bikes in Marrakesh
There has been contact between Iganga and Pikala
Bikes for some time now. Pikala Bikes trains local

A BROAD AND ROBUST
NETWORK

In 2019, Iganga strengthened its contacts all
around the word. We will continue to do this,
because we are convinced that through good

6

Dutch Cycling Embassy
On July 4th 2019, Iganga gave a presentation at the
quarterly meeting of the Dutch Cycling Embassy
(DCE). We showed an overview of Iganga’s goals
and activities. The DCE is a public-private network
for cycling and sustainable and inclusive mobility.

vision we can achieve more: together you

DCE represents the best of Dutch cycling knowledge:

can do more than alone! In 2019, we not only

research institutes, national and local governments.
We gave the presentation to a small group consisting

further expanded our network. Finally, we are

DCE Director, Lucas Harms, and Ronald de Haas (APPM).
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programme for bicycle mechanics, and the Foundation
exchanges knowledge through educational activities,
such as road safety lessons, cycling lessons for girls,
etc. Pascale Willems visited Pikala Bikes during her
tour through the city, accompanied by a Pikala-trained
tour guide. Afterwards, she started a conversation
on behalf of Iganga about further cooperation. In a
brainstorm session, Iganga and Pikala decided they
would like to work together in 2020 to organize a first
car- and motorcycle-free day in the Kasbah district.

experience and expertise of private companies, NGO’s,

maintained our current relationships but also

different professionals in our network.

tour guides. In addition, Pikala has a training

holiday in Morocco. During her visit she did a bicycle

contact with institutions sharing a similar

playing a growing role in bringing together

youth in Marrakesh to become professional bicycle

of members of the DCE. Attendees included the new
After the presentation, we held a group discussion on
corporate social responsibility.
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Doh Eain in Yangon, Myanmar
In 2019 Iganga came into contact with the Dutch Emilie
Roëll, director of the organisation Doh Eain, who is
working for a more bicycle-friendly Yangon (Myanmar).
The government of Myanmar is giving more and more
space to the car, often at the expense of cyclists and
pedestrians. Livability and traffic safety are at risk and
the poorer population, who cannot afford a car, suffers
the most. Doh Eain visited the Dutch Cycling Embassy
and asked several organizations how we, as Dutch
mobility planners, can help. Emilie was impressed by
the way the Netherlands has managed to maintain the
quality of life in its cities over time. In cooperation with
Doh Eain and the Dutch Embassy in Myanmar, Iganga

Chiclayo, Peru

Paramaribo, Suriname

Iganga is going to explore whether a project can be

Goudappel colleague Lennert Bonnier worked for

started in Peru. This is a project submitted by Edwin van

FIRM Engineering in Paramaribo, Suriname in 2011-

de Belt of DAT.Mobility, for the city of Chiclayo in Peru.

2012. In collaboration with FIRM and the Anton de

Edwin has contacts with an organisation which also

Kom University of Suriname, Iganga researched

has a Dutch employee. Last year, a Skype meeting took

the possibility of organizing a design studio on

place together with the city’s lawmaker for traffic, with

sustainable mobility in the city in 2019. Our intention

Carolina Ramos (of Move Mobility) and with Edwin. This

is to work with students (possibly as part of the

has not yet led to concrete actions from Iganga in the

spatial planning course) for five days to see how we

past year. However, in 2020 there will be an opportunity

can give the city back to pedestrians and cyclists.

to visit Peru. Chiclayo, the fourth-largest city in Peru with

This will involve defining the issues in the city,

approximately 700,000 inhabitants, has increasing traffic

forming ambitions for the city and developing a case

challenges: car mobility is increasing, and the roads

study into a sketch design. This project will take

are designed (widened) primarily for cars and not for

shape further in 2020

cyclists or pedestrians. This leads to unsafe situations,

organized workshops in Yangon, shared knowledge

poor accessibility, unsatisfactory livability, and exclusivity.

and designed a pilot project (see also chapter 2 of this

There is some public transport, but it is chaotic and lacks

annual report).

a strong vision or planning.

Inspiration Day
Alley Garden Projects, Doh Eain. Pictures: Doh Eain.
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Chiclayo, Peru
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Visit provincial government of An-Najaf (Iraq) to the provincial government of Overijssel

A VARIETY OF PROJECTS

Iganga wants to focus on a wide variety of
projects in the first years following its restart in
2017. The projects differ in nature and size, so
that Iganga has a sufficiently broad orientation
towards the future. We will continue this for one
more year in 2020. At the end of this period,
Iganga will evaluate its executed projects in
order to decide on a possible focus for the types

Best of both worlds: paintings for the Goudappel
offices
Nodrine Shaz is an artist/student in Uganda who makes
unique paintings. Nodrine uses the income from her paintings
and photographs to pay for her studies. In 2017 Iganga already
bought one of her paintings which now hangs in the office
of Goudappel Coffeng in Deventer. The board of Iganga has
decided to keep supporting Nodrine in her painting and her
studies. As such, Iganga has ordered a painting for each office
of Goudappel Coffeng. The paintings will be hung at the
various branches in the spring of 2020.

of projects from 2021 onwards.

In July, a delegation from the Iraqi province of An-

The province of Overijssel shared their knowledge and

Najaf (southwest of Bagdad) visited the Netherlands.

experience in administrative cooperation, planning

On July 5th they came to the capital city of Overijssel,

of mobility and asset-management. The presentation

Zwolle. They were welcomed by Andries Heidema,

about integrated planning (Vision of the Environment,

the provincial executive chairman in Overijssel. The

Integrated Network Vision) was prepared by Richard ter

delegation consisted of the Head of Spatial Planning,

Avest from the Iganga Foundation, and was elaborated

the Head of Transport and Traffic Planning, a lawyer

upon by Mobility Team leader Karsten ten Heggeler from

and a technical designer. They were very curious

the Province of Overijssel.

about the cooperation between municipalities

The reactions from the Iraqi delegations were very

and the province and national government in the

positive. They were very inspired by the way of working

Netherlands, and about taxes and budgets. They also

together with municipalities in Overijssel. The question

wanted to know more about integrated planning

remains: will there be a cycle path in Najaf soon? They

of infrastructure, especially for sustainable mobility

see a lot of opportunities in the big cities, but the

(SUMP on regional level). The main problem in Iraq is

climate remains a challenge. In summer, temperatures

that mobility is approached only from the perspective

can reach up to almost 45 degrees Celsius. A car with air-

of the car, not in conjunction with other modalities like

conditioning is therefore more practical and commonly

transit and bikes. The other challenge is that changes

used.

to infrastructure are approached from only the local
point of view, without having a broader network plan
or mobility vision. Therefore, choices are not made
intentionally with an integrated goal in mind. In the
meantime, car-traffic is increasing very quickly, leading
to traffic safety concerns: In the city of Najaf (1 million
inhabitants) alone there were 300 traffic casualties
over the last two years. For comparison: In the city of
Amsterdam (850,000 inhabitants) there were 30 traffic
casualties in the last two years.

Painting for the Goudappel
office in Eindhoven.
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Delegation from An-Najaf in Zwolle
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Bicycle friendly Yangon, Myanmar
Chris Bartman and Richard ter Avest went to Yangon on
behalf of Iganga from the 24th of November through the
2nd of December. Yangon, the former capital of Myanmar,
is a city with approximately 7 million inhabitants. During
the week, they collaborated on the planning and design of
a bicycle-friendly city. The design of a selected street will

In a couple of workshops and design sessions, they
managed to design a pilot project which will realise
the first bicycle lane in Myanmar. Like many Asian
countries, Myanmar has a long history of cycling. For
decades, it was the primary mode of transport. With
the country’s economic growth, however, a major

be executed as a pilot in March/April 2020.

increase in car use and a corresponding growth in car

Together with the local social enterprise Doh Eain (our

cycling today are those who “dare to cycle”, whereas

home) they created a design for a protected bike lane.
They did this in four different workshops with various
stakeholders, including users, interest groups and the local
government. One of the most important outcomes of the
workshops is that all participants named safety as the
most important area to improvement for the designs. Due
to growing car traffic, the space for pedestrians and cyclists
is becoming more and more scarce. This, in combination
with parking problems, huge numbers of taxi’s and
especially bus drivers who dominate the streets, makes
cycling in the Yangon increasingly challenging.

infrastructure has been seen in recent years. Those
the design of a protected bike lane should contribute to
a feeling of “invite to cycle” such that more people feel
comfortable cycling. In the pilot project they combine
the protected bike lane with:
◊

Improving the pedestrian crossability

◊

Using the public spaces next to the bike lane for
functions such as a bike shed and meeting place

◊

Integration of a bus stop

◊

Solutions for street parking

Along with the design, Chris and Richard collaborated
with users and planners from the local government to
sketch a bike network. This network forms a suitable
basis for an integrated and multi-modal network for
the entire city region.

12
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Christmas fundraiser for Casa Ninos Unidos
Peruanos
Sometimes Iganga receives project applications
which do not completely fit within the goals of the
foundation, such as the question from our Goudappel
colleague Paul van Beek for a contribution to the
children’s home Casa Niños in Peru. Too worthy of
a cause not to do something! We came up with the
following: selling Belgian chocolates to our colleagues
during the Christmas period. A total of 80 employees
participated in the fundraiser, raising € 976. The
purchase and packaging costs amounted to € 187,-, so
we were able to transfer € 789,- to Casa Niños.

e

MOOC envisioning and developing bicycle-friendly cities: we need your input!
In the course of 2019, Iganga decided to give our

The following locations will be discussed: Kampala,

Massive Online Open Course (MOOC) a different twist. In

Uganda; Yangon, Myanmar; Chiclayo, Peru; Marrakesh,

2018, a great deal of time was spent working with the

Morocco. We will share the videos within our network

Delft University of Technology with the aim of jointly

and ask colleagues to reflect on these cases from our

setting up a MOOC. Unfortunately, the collaboration

expertise. The aim of the videos is to provide insight

turned out to be more difficult than initially expected,

into the diversity of cities. Every place is different, and

due in part to staff changes, less active involvement

every city will need a different approach to sustainable

on the part of our contact person at the TU Delft, and a

mobility. We exchange knowledge so that people can

complicated subsidy process. For these reasons, Iganga

learn from each other’s situation. This set up can later be

decided to take matters into its own hands and set up

extended with follow-up courses. The videos in Kampala

the online course in a light-hearted manner. At the end

and Yangon have already been recorded and still need

of 2019, we finished our plan of approach for this new

to be edited.

variation.

KERSTACTIE

BONBONS
voor Stichting
Niños Unidos
Peruanos
€8 per doosje
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We are approaching our existing contacts in various
cities, spread across the continents, and asking them to
film a short video about the current state of mobility in
their city. We ask them the following questions:
◊

What are past developments of cycling/mobility in
your city?

◊

What is the current situation of cycling/mobility in
your city?’

◊

What is your vision for the future of cycling/
mobility in your city?

JAARVERSLAG IGANGA 2019
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Chiclayo in Peru. In the period February-June 2020

Maintaining and strengthening the network
within the Goudappel Group

Anne Koot (with her husband Huib) will go on holiday

Iganga has a broad network. These are mainly

to South America. They will visit Peru at the beginning

external contacts via board members and/or

of May and would like to do something for Chiclayo.

colleagues at the Goudappel Groep. We will, of

Commissioned by Iganga, they will visit the city, talk

course, continue to maintain these contacts in 2020.

to the local NGOs, and present to city developers and

In addition, Iganga will focus on our network within

administrators of the city of Chiclayo. What would

the Goudappel Groep in 2020. In recent years, we have

they like help with and what are they already working

learned that the involvement of colleagues at the

on? For a limited budget, Anne and Huib can start a

Goudappel Groep is essential for a successful existence

valuable discussion possibly leading to another, more

of the foundation. Without committed people, it will

extensive visit and mobility project in 2021.

not be possible to get projects going. The support from

In 2020 we have the opportunity to visit the city of

LOOKING FORWARD TO 2020

Projecten in 2020

2020 is the last year that Iganga, as stated in its policy

Contact with the Anton de Kom University in

plan, will focus on a wide variety of projects. These

Paramaribo, Suriname is going well. Iganga will set

projects differ in nature and size. At the end of 2020,

up a workshop with students on sustainable mobility

Contact with Kampala in Uganda will continue

Communicating proactively and communicating a clear

Iganga will evaluate the implemented projects in order

in Paramaribo in the first half of 2020, which is likely to

in 2020. Together with our partners we are

message from Iganga is a point of attention for 2020.

to focus on certain types of projects from 2021 onwards.

take place in July 2020.

actively working on some projects around cycling

At the moment, often only people from the board

infrastructure and cycling stimulation.

are involved in projects, although this is gradually

colleagues is essential and requires more attention.

Iganga will continue to support Doh Eain in the

The first Iganga Christmas fundraiser was very

changing. In 2020, we want to more actively include

implementation of the design, as drawn up by Chris

successful! We want to make this an annual activity. A

motivated colleagues with Iganga.

and Richard during the workshops in Yangon. This road

colleague can nominate a charity and, together with

with bicycle facilities has the potential to become a

Iganga, he or she then comes up with a fun fundraiser

good example for the rest of the city, and for other

idea (e.g. selling chocolates), the proceeds of which are

cities in Myanmar and Asia. At the beginning of 2020,

donated to the charity.

the organization Doh Eain, in cooperation with Urban

Evaluation of Iganga 2017-2020

Planning of the city of Yangon, is already in the process

Iganga will roll out the new “light” approach for the

of requesting permission from the Mayor to modify the

MOOC in 2020 (see project description). The films for

many kinds of projects, in order to see what fits best with the mission and vision of Iganga. We succeeded: we are now running

road for the benefit of cyclists and crossing pedestrians.

Peru will be made by a colleague during a vacation

several different projects in different parts of the world; we have built up a broad network and we work together with a variety of

trip to Peru. We will consult with Pikala about the

organizations and agencies. Some projects pop up suddenly and move quickly (Yangon), while other projects get stuck despite our

possibilities in Morocco. Furthermore, we will edit

enthusiasm (MOOC), forcing us to adjust the scope. By the end of 2020, we want to have a picture of where we as Iganga want to

existing footage of Yangon and Kampala into inspiring

go after 2020: Will we continue investing in a broad range of projects or will we become selective? Will we focus on specific types

short films.

of projects and countries? In short, what does and what does not lie ahead of us? As a result of the above process, we will draw up

We restarted Iganga in 2017/2018, with an enthusiastic board and with diverse ideas. Intentionally, we started out looking for

our Policy Plan 2021-2015 in 2020.
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Balance

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

The table on the right shows the

Income

financial overview for 2019. This has

The Iganga Foundation received € 40,976 from Goudappel

been adjusted for some amounts

management (a total of € 40,000), plus approximately € 1,000

realised at the beginning of 2020 as
income and expenditure, but relating
to 2019. These are the amounts
received for the Christmas campaign,

we have a cash balance of € 12,751 and a negative

to 2019 (i.e., we had spent more in cash than we had

balance of € 1,149 in hours. On December 31st 2019, we

received by December 31st). Including the amounts

had an amount of € 11,441 in the bank. This amount

relating to 2019 but received at the beginning of 2020,

includes € 12,173 from previous years, and excludes

the balance on the bank account is € 24,283.

from employees. The amount we received from the employees
was collected by us for Stichting Niños in Peru. We also received
a donation of € 250.

Expenses
Our expenses are € 29,624 in 2019. Of this we spent € 21,562
on concrete projects, € 2,868 on abstract projects and € 5,194

Goudappel Groep for 2019, and the

on administration. Concrete projects for this year include

airplane tickets for Myanmar; these

most money has been spent on this project), the Best of Two

Goudappel Group.

the amounts received at the beginning of 2020 relating

Coffeng in 2019. The largest part of this amount came from the

the amount received in cash from the

tickets had been advanced by the

In 2019 we have a positive balance of € 11,602. Of this,

Bicycle Friendly Yangon (both in terms of cash and hours, the
Worlds, preparations for a five-day design studio in Paramaribo,
exchanging knowledge with a delegation from the Iraqi province
of An-Najaf and Pikala Bikes in Marrakesh, expanding our
network and the Christmas campaign for Casa Niños. The abstract
project for which we have set aside time (in hours) this year
is the preparation of the Massive Online Open Course (MOOC).
Administrative costs include maintaining the bank account, doing
financial accounting, communication, and taking minutes in the
Iganga board meetings.

Car Free Day Kampala, 27 jan. 2019
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